BaPb 1−x Bi x O 3 is a superconductor, with transition temperature T c = 11 K, whose parent compound BaBiO 3 possess a charge ordering phase and perovskite crystal structure reminiscent of the cuprates. The lack of magnetism simplifies the BaPb 1−x Bi x O 3 phase diagram, making this system an ideal platform for contrasting high-T c systems with isotropic superconductors. Here we use high-quality epitaxial thin films and magnetotransport to demonstrate superconducting fluctuations that extend well beyond T c . For the thickest films (thickness above ∼ 100 nm) this region extends to ∼ 27 K, well above the bulk T c and remarkably close to the higher T c of Ba 1−x K x BiO 3 (T c = 31 K). We drive the system through a superconductor-insulator transition by decreasing thickness and find the observed T c correlates strongly with disorder. This material manifests strong fluctuations across a wide range of thicknesses, temperatures, and disorder presenting new opportunities for understanding the precursor of superconductivity near the 2D-3D dimensionality crossover.
Epitaxial films of optimally doped x = 0.25 BPBO were grown using 90
• off-axis rfmagnetron sputtering on (001) STO and (110) LLO substrates (see Supplemental Material for detailed methods). Thick films grown on both substrates exhibit a room temperature resistivity of 0.8mΩ-cm, the lowest reported for BPBO with x = 0.25, and a slightly negative dρ/dT typical for optimally doped BPBO, as seen in Fig. 1 [7, 14, 15] . The thick films exhibit sharp transitions with transition widths of 0.2 K (90% − 10% of normal state) and T c (50% of normal state) of 10.9 K, comparable to bulk single crystal [16] and polycrystalline ceramics [14] , and the highest reported for thin films [7] . We also find no evidence of inhomogeneous transitions as seen in bulk single crystals [16] . Decreasing the film thickness leads to higher resistivity, more negative dρ/dT , depressed Previous reports of BPBO polycrystalline films found significant suppression of T c already apparent at 200 nm, a much larger thickness than the onset of T c reduction in our epitaxial films [17] . Grain boundaries in polycrystalline BPBO form Josephson junctions [18, 19] .
leading to reentrant behavior [20] . Our epitaxial films do not show reentrant behavior, and the high crystalline quality evident in the rocking curves makes the existence of a granular structure unlikely.
Disorder can be parameterized using the Mott-Ioffe-Regel parameter, k F l, determined from the normal state resistivity ρ and the Hall coefficient R H by using the free electron
H /(ρe 5/3 ), which describes the limit of scattering in a system before localization occurs. In our system we find strong correlation between k F l and T c , as shown in Fig. 3 , with films on LLO showing higher k F l for a given thickness. The disorder- S , where A and B are fitting parameters [30] .
thickness, has been extensively studied in conventional and high-temperature systems, with recent efforts focusing on the quantum nature of the SIT, however, no complete theoretical understanding exists for the variety of phenomena experimentally observed [20, 21] .
For 2D homogeneously disordered films, Finkel'stein developed a model for T c suppression from Coulomb interactions assuming no change to the bulk electron gas properties with changes to R S [22] . The data for both sets of films initially fit well to Finkel'stein's model, Fig. 3(c) , indicating an increase in the scattering time for films on LLO compared to STO, however, the model breaks down for films close to the critical thickness. Epitaxial films can experience thickness dependent strain relaxation, resulting in changes to material structure and properties with decreasing thickness. We investigate the strain state of our films using reciprocal space maps, shown in Fig. 2 and RSMs with broader in-plane components for all films grown on STO. The mosaic spread seen in the broadening of rocking curves and reciprocal space maps is indicative of a high dislocation density [31, 32] . Improving the film-substrate lattice match by switching to LLO reduces the diffuse background, consistent with a reduction in dislocations and mosaicity.
Additionally, surface and interface scattering become more important in thinner films and atomic force microscopy (AFM) consistently reveals smoother surfaces for films grown on LLO, as shown in Fig. 4 . The smaller critical thickness for superconductivity for films on LLO is consistent with the reduced disorder in the higher quality, smoother films [33] [34] [35] .
Thin disordered superconductors routinely show evidence of superconductivity above the measured T c [20, 36] . We investigated the insulating to superconducting transition via mag- positive magnetoresistance reported in insulating samples is evidence for existence of localized superconductivity persisting beyond the superconductor-insulator transition [37, 38] .
However, the observation of positive magnetoresistance in insulating samples is not universal even within the same material system, suggesting that localization can occur through different mechanisms of disorder resulting in distinct insulator states [39] [40] [41] [42] .
In contrast to the insulating samples, superconducting films show an extended region of positive magnetoresistance above T c that extends to a temperature T * that is highly correlated with T c , as shown in Fig. 5 (e), suggesting a strong link between the positive MR and superconductivity [43] [44] [45] [46] . In superconductors, a positive magnetoresistance above T c is associated with the presence of superconducting fluctuations and can arise from several different mechanisms [36] . For thin ∼8 nm films, we fit our experimental MR data to models for fluctuations and weak localization in 2D disordered systems, see supplemental information, and find excellent agreement in the region far above the transition and at low fields, as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). We note that while we used the readily available expressions for magnetoresistance of a 2D film [36, 47, 48] and obtained excellent agreement with experiment, far from T c we expect a shortened coherence length and that our films are likely in the 3D regime [49] . The theory of fluctuations for 3D systems is incomplete with no expressions for the field dependence for all terms available, in part due to difficulty in preparing metallic systems with high enough disorder for measurable fluctuations [50] .
The BPBO system exhibits measurable fluctuations across a wide range of thicknesses and We extracted T * for each film by fixing field and sweeping temperature, as shown in Fig. 5(d) , resulting in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1(c) . The existence of fluctuations far above the observed T c is expected for films approaching the critical thickness for superconductivity [39] , however, surprisingly, the thickest films (100-300 nm) show positive magnetoresistance extending to ∼27 K (Fig. 5(d) ), significantly higher than the bulk transition T c0 = 11 K. Clean, bulk superconductors are expected to have only a very narrow temperature regime where fluctuations manifest [36] . The superconducting coherence length of BPBO is ∼ 8 nm and isotropic, placing these thick films firmly in the 3D regime [14, 51] .
Measurements on single crystals of BPBO reveal scaling consistent with a 2D material [15] and TEM measurements show some evidence of striped polymorph ordering on the scale of the coherence length [52] , suggesting nanostructuring of the material could contribute to this phenomenon. We, however, have no evidence of such stripes in our films, and our measurements suggest a high level of disorder in BPBO. The Mott-Ioffe-Regel parameter, k F l, extracted from room temperature measurements for the thick films is ∼3-4, consistent with bulk single crystal measurements [16, 51] , and in the regime of a disordered material.
This finding agrees with tunneling measurements on bulk BPBO crystals that show changes to the tunneling density of states arising from disorder [5] .
The role of disorder and superconducting fluctuations has interested the community, in part due to the layered structure of the high-T c cuprates and nearby insulating phases that promote the presence of fluctuations. Similarly, thin conventional superconductors exhibit strong fluctuations, proximity to a superconductor-insulator transition, and evidence for a pseudo-gap in the density of states, suggesting a connection between thin conventional superconductors and the higher-T c layered materials [4] . Disordered NbN films exhibit magnetore-sistance inflection at temperatures close to the where the energy gap from scanning tunneling spectroscopy vanishes [38] . There is one report of a pseudogap in Ba 0.67 K 0.33 BiO 3 [53] and a pseudogap has been suggested for BPBO [54] , however, experimentally the normal state properties are poorly explored in BBO superconductors.
Although the physical origin of disorder in BPBO is as of yet undetermined, there are several possibilities. Optical and terahertz spectroscopy measurements hint at local CDW fluctuations that could compete with superconductivity prior to the onset of a semiconducting bandgap from a long-range CDW [55, 56] . In BPBO there is also evidence that many samples consist of two structural polymorphs, tetragonal and orthorhombic, and that superconductivity is correlated with the tetragonal volume fraction [29, 57] . Our measured Our work demonstrates a smaller critical thickness for films grown on LLO, however the lattice mismatch is still large compared to other perovskite heterostructures, preventing growth of films thick enough to study epitaxial strain engineering [58, 59] . Further improvements in crystalline and interface qualities are important for BBO heterostructures that could use thin layers to control the CDW [23] or interface superconducting BPBO with the predicted topological insulating phase of BBO [60] . Our results show how extrinsic contributions related to material limitations play an important role in the ultra-thin limit, as well as reveal new above-T c phenomenon in BPBO. nm/min growth rate and subsequently cooled to room temperature in 450 Torr oxygen.
Higher oxygen partial pressure during growth suppressed the transition temperature.
Film characterization. X-ray diffraction was carried out on a Bruker D-8 in order to assess the crystalline quality. Out-of-plane scans used a scintillator point detector while reciprocal space maps were performed in asymmetric, grazing incidence mode with a line detector.
Film thickness was measured using x-ray reflectivity. Surface topography was performed with a Bruker AFM. Electrical contacts were made using silver electrodes sputtered through a metal shadow mask in a square Van der Pauw configuration at the corners of the 5 mm 
where γ = 1/ ln(T c0 τ ) is a disorder related fitting parameter that depends on the elastic scattering time τ and unrenormalized bulk transition temperature T c0 , while t = e 2 R S /2π 2 .
The dashed lines in Fig. 3 (c) represent fits to the initial low R S films and yield an increase in the scattering time τ by a factor of 3 for films on LLO compared to STO.
As alluded in the main text, Eq. (1) does not accurately describe our data over the entire range of accessible parameters. This is not entirely surprising as the only parameter in Finkel'stein's model that controls the flow of T c is dimensionless conductance t −1 . There are various factors that can affect Eq. (1). The importance of the exchange interaction was explored in a series of studies, most recently in Ref. [61] . It was shown that the inclusion of a triplet channel coupling constant in the renormalization scheme can have a sizable effect on T c . Furthermore, it was also emphasized that the effect of the Coulomb interaction on T c is sensitive to the cases of long-range versus short-range interaction models. In particular, in the latter case T c can be actually boosted to a higher value. More importantly for our experiments, Eq. (1) is expected to break down once film thickness d becomes comparable to or greater than the mean free path d > l. Indeed, the initial gradual shift of T c is given
which follows from Eq. (1) upon expansion over √ t|γ −1 | 1. However, as pointed out by Finkel'stein [22] for films with d > l the cutoff of renormalization-group flow will become the Thouless energy E T = D/d 2 instead of τ −1 . As a result, for thicker films one expects the initial shift of T c to be given by
instead of Eq. (2), where we also used proper expression for the dimensionless conductance of a 3D film t
. As compared to Eq. (2) this result yields much weaker T c suppression as the logarithm contains an extra smallness in a parameter l/d 1 as
, which practically reduces the effect by an order of magnitude because of its cubic dependence in Eq. (3) . In this regime one may be interested in considering other possible corrections to T c which are beyond the renormalization group treatment.
In particular, electron-electron scattering with large momentum transfer, ∼ k F , may be important as renormalization group analysis that gives Eq. (1) captures only processes with typical momentum transfer of order l −1 . We are unaware of a detailed theory in this regime, but an estimate of these localizing corrections to T c gives [ Tc and the transition temperature T c is taken to be the 50% of the normal state value in resistivity measurements.
This leaves the scattering times, τ φ , and spin-orbit interaction constant, α SO , as the fitting parameters. For all films α SO fits to the limiting case of α SO = 1, consistent with weak localization and small spin-orbit interaction with scattering impurities. Fig. 8 shows example fits for an 8.2 nm BPBO film on STO.
